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WARNING

ENGLISH

DO NOT attempt installation of your high value product, unless the
Instruction Manual has been thoroughly read and understood by the
'Approved Installer'. In cases where it can be proved that the installation has not been in direct regulation of the 'Installation Procedures'
within this manual, the warranty will automatically be void and neither
Victory Spa nor the manufacturer will be held liable for any costs incurred whilst performing any degree of required service on your product.

INSTALLATION GUIDE
1. Installation planning.
When choosing the place of installation of the whirlpool the following factors must
be considered:
easy access for service requirements to all product components.
the bathroom should be of necessary size (according to the size of the tub)
and have the appropriate door dimensions,
the floors and walls must be finished prior to the unit being installed
connections can be made to the drainage system and hot/cold water pipe
network
the room has efficient ventilation (gravitational ventilation shall be adequate),
well leveled floor.
Appropriate electric power for the product (dependant on model and system) is
necessary. If there is any confusion do not attempt power connection without taking
advice from Victory Spa. (see Step 8)

2. Outside transportation.
The bathtub is permitted to be transported in original packaged crate. During external
transport, it is necessary to outline than only the crate must be handled whilst
moving. ONLY when the crating is removed is it allowed to hold the aluminium
frame.
WARNING
It is not permitted in any circumstances to lift or hold the pipes, cables and any
other elements of the massage system.
It is not permitted to lean the tub against any surfaces with its edges.
Any of the above will void any warranty held with the producer.
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3. Installation of the bathtub.
QUICK

GUIDE

Remove the package, and unpack the Victory SPA box containing bath equipment
(see Step 1)
Fit and fasten the feet to the alliminum bath frame (see Step 2)
Remove transport protection of the air blower and connect the air ducts supply
piping (see Step 3)
Visual checking of all elements (see Step 4)
Set up and level the bath (see Step 5)
Connection to the water supply (see Step 6)
Connection to the sewage system (see Step 7)
Connection with the electric cable (see Step 8)
Test the bath (see Step 9)
Place the bath in the site of proposed Installation and level the bath so that
gravitational water run-off is retained (see Step 10)
Building over of the tub (see Step 11)

STEP 1.
After the package is removed, unpack the Victory SPA box containing bath
equipment.

Equipment for whirlpool is packed into cardboard
Victory SPA box. Box contains: manual instruction,
plug, water seal, bath feet, springs for fastening
covering panel.Please check if the above
mentioned items are found in the box.
NOTE: If any of the above are not supplied, please
contact your supplier immediately.

STEP 2
Screw the attached feet in the bath frame.
Arrange the upper feet in such a way, so that the rubber pads support the top of
the bath, but do not deform it. Protect the adjusted feet from displacement
using a lock nut.
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STEP 3
Remove transport protection of the air blower and connect the air ducts supply
piping (see fig)
The system is disconnected for transport. Location of the connection is illustrated
in the photo below.
CONNECTO
IN

In order to connect the air ducts supply
system, proceed according to the drawing:
1. Remove the cover plate protecting the
connection.
2. Set the connection nut in the appropriate
position.
3. Screw together both parts.

ENGLISH

AIR BLOWER

nut

cover plate
Procedure

STEP 4
Visual checking of all elements is necessary (pipes, cables, jets etc) to plan an
efficient installation. Familiarise yourself with where all components are
situated, so easy access can be granted.
If any damages are found - contact your supplier immediately before continue
installation.
If baths installed with visable damages your warranty will be void and Victory
SPA would not be help liable.

STEP 5
Bath structure provides the gravitational water flow if the bath is appropriately
levelled.
Level the bath in the place of the installation using a level.
Levelling is done by adjusting the lower bath feet. Protect the adjusted feet from
displacement using a lock nut.
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Note! All the feet need to be based on the floor. The bath cannot wobble.
The height of the bath has to be adjusted in such a way, that after the acrylic panel
is installed the gap of minimum 2 ÷ 2,5 cm between the site floor and very bottom
of the panel is ensured. (see step 11)

STEP 6
Connection to the water supply.
Each bath can be fed only from external taps. There are three methods of filling the
bath in:
-

by a tap spout - it is possible to use a concealed tap or one installed on
the bath edge. The producer suggests application of the company tap of B
type, equipped with a spout and a manual shower.

-

through hydromassage nozzles - each bath with hydromassage system
is equipped with a 1/2” (UK: 3/4”) connection that can be attached to an
external tap. The producer suggests application of the company tap of A
type, equipped with a manual shower and adjusted to this type of attachment.
01 systems are not equipped with this type of connection.

-

by a draining-overflow device - a draining-overflow device is included in
the additional bath equipment. Attach the connector pipe of the drainingoverflow device to an external tap. The producer suggests application of the
company tap of A type, equipped with a manual shower and adjusted to this
type of attachment.

Prepare the connection using flexible hoses, leaving an extra scrap of minimum 50 cm in order to be able to move the bath away from the wall, if necessary.
Note! Due to the components applied in the bath as well as the thermal protection
of the water heater, the maximum temperature of the poured water cannot
exceed 42°C. It is unacceptable to pour hot water in the bath and then add cold
water in order to lower the temperature.

Water inlet

STEP 7
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Connection to the sewage system.
The sewage pipe is to be installed in a normal manner, the outlet pipe has a
standard diameter of 50 mm.
NOTICE! The tub is provided with the sewage 50mm outlet pipe.

Screw joint

In order to move the bath away from the wall, disconnect the drainage system in
the place of the screw joint, as shown in the figure.

ENGLISH

Type A Tap Unit

for pouring water through the jests or a
drain/overflow device with a mixer

Type BTap Unit
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STEP 8
Connection with the electric cable. Please leave some reserve of cable, in case of moving
the whirlpool from the wall (min 50 cm).
The connection to the power supply should be made in agreement with the EN-60335-1 norm.
It should be made in the permanent way, .e. it is forbidden to end the power cable of the
whirlpool with the plug and then connect to the socket.
NOTICE! Whirlpool is equipped with the power leads in the following colours:
a) 1 phase connection:
phase wire L: brown
zero lead N: blue
safety lead: yellow green
b) multi-phase connection:
phase wires L: black or brown - with proper numbers
zero lead N: blue
safety lead: yellow green
NOTICE! Aluminum frame should be earthed. The clips of the earth conductor and the balance
conductor are specified on the aluminum frame.
The protection of the electrical system
The following table includes recommended by Victory Spa method of connecting
a bathe into electric installation depending on hydromassage system (and in specific
cases - bath model) as well as required overcurrent protection resulting from power
input.
ATTENTION: All devices constituting hydromassage system are one-phased powered
with ~230 V; 50 Hz current.
NOTICE! The differential switch is not installed on the whirlpool. If the house electric
installation is not protected by the differential switch it has to be installed to use
whirlpool.

A bath as a device of substantial power - frequently exceeding 2kW - must by
powered from a separate, independent circuit, protected with an overcurrent
switch according to the table
of pole number equal = number of phases + N
All baths must be connected with use of a differential switch of In=0,03A.
It can be realised as overcurrent switch with differential module.
Power supply from 2 or accordingly 3 phases is preferable in all systems
where it is possible (c.f. table) - they can be also connected into existing onephase installations ( but this is not recommended by producer Victory Spa,
due to too high power ) - by connecting phase wires of bath power lead with
phase wire of power lead - accordingly higher overcurrent protection must be
applied.
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STEP 9
Bath testing:
- Check whether it is possible to switch on the water pump and underwater light
lamp without any water in the bath. If the aforementioned devices can be turned
on even though there is no water in the bath, the situation is probably caused by
an inappropriate setting of the water level sensor. In order to set the sensor,
see "Troubleshooting Guide" page 34.
Note! The only device that can be switched on without any water in the bath
is the air blower.

ENGLISH

- Fill the bath in. (Appropriate water level is indicated by the system by control
panel LEDs - see details in the subsequent part of the instruction.) Turn on all
the devices in one working cycle. If the aforementioned devices cannot be
turned on even though the water level in the bath is suitable, the situation is
probably caused by an inappropriate setting of the water level sensor. In order
to set the sensor, see "Troubleshooting Guide" page 34.
Check operation of all the bath functions (check action of all the control panel
buttons). See details in the subsequent part of the instruction.
Check water flow through the nozzles. Large fixed and rotary nozzles can have
the flow adjusted. If water does not flow out of the nozzles, set the appropriate
outflow value. See page 18.
Note! If, after hydromassage activation, blower operation can be heard, but no air
escapes from the air ducts (bottom nozzles), check whether the transport
protection of the air blower has been removed. See Step 3, page 5.
- After a working cycle is finished, leave water in the bath for approximately 30
minutes; check whether water does not flow out of the bath automatically and
whether there are any leaks.
- If, in spite of the closed outflow plug, water flows out of the bath, adjust the
length of the outflow plug mandrel - see page 16.
- Drain water from the bath - check the gravitational water outflow.
- Wait for the blowing of the bath air ducts and piping to be activated. If air ducts
blowing is not turned on, the situation is probably caused by an inappropriate
setting of the water level sensor. In order to set the sensor, see "Troubleshooting
Guide" page 34.

STEP 10
Place the bathtub where it is supposed to be, close to the wall leaving 2÷4 mm
gap to fill with the silicone or mask with the sealing tape.
NOTE: The area between the bath edge and wall must be sealed completely,
to ensure that no water can reach any internal components.It is complusory
that the installation of the bathtub and the first testing is carried out by an
authorised fitter. Any work not carried out by an authorised fitter may affect the
current warranty.
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STEP 11
Building over of the tub.
The building-in structure has to guarantee the easy access to the whirlpool
components in case of after sales service and also the proper ventilation of
the space under the bath. The manufacturer guarantees the fulfillment of the
above conditions by proposing two types of solutions:
with the acrylic masking panel - possible to remove - installation of the
panel is done by its placement behind the top edge of the tub.
The advantage of acrylic panel is easy access to the massage appliances
which are under the tub.
The tub should be leveled in such a way that the gap between the panel
and the floor of the room is min 2 cm. This way the constant flow of air is
provided and the massage appliances are ventilated.
using the suggested "HydroPanel" construction. See details in a separate instruction.

Installation of the front panel

Installation of the front panel
Assembly the bottom covering panel by pressing it into the magnet.
for the upper covering panelfit small pressing-down springs as presented
on the figure below,
place the top edge of a panel under the top rim of the tub.

In other cases of special form of building over, the following should be considered:
ventilation of the area under the tub,
free access to massage system devices (nozzles, pipes, air pump, water
pump) the tub shall be taken out from a tub enclosure or have an
inspection opening.
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Producer is not liable for glaze damage while servicing if these directions are
not followed.

HYGIENE AND KEEPING THE BATHTUB CLEAN
Correct and ongoing health and hygiene during usage is an important area,
contributing significantly to the best massage experience on the market. By simply
following the below rules of hygiene the product will remain almost as santised as
the day it was first installed.

1. The cleaning of the acrylic surface.
One of the main features of sanitary acrylic is the smoothness of the surface.
That's why the cleaning of the surface of the tub, removing of the bacteria, calcium
or iron sediments is very easy. The traditional cleaning products may be used as
long as:

ENGLISH

they are delicate, and do not contain corrosive, abrasive or acetone or ammonia
products
the soft cloth or sponge is used

2. Sanitation of spa water
Victory Spa producer recommends the use of antibacterial liquid: "water safe
- antibacterial liquid for pre bathing disinfection." It is automatically added to
the water before use or after use, depending on the selected method of
sanitation. It is in no way harmful to health.
ATTENTION! The sanitation of the spa water may only be done using this
liquid. Under no circumstances can it be substituted by any other liquid not
recommended by the producer.
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CONSERVATION OF THE BATH AND THE MASSAGE SYSTEM
1. Drainage-overflow device.
O

C

In order to open release mechanism, turn the overflow
handwheel in anti-clockwise direction.
To close the release mechanism, turn the overflow handwheel
in clockwise direction.

counter nut
regulating
screw

If the plug does not provide leaktightness, or it does not lift
after opening and prevents release of water, the length of
plug mandrel should be adjusted. In order to do this,
proceed as follows:
1. Undo a control nut
2. Set required length of plug mandrel with adjusting
angular momentum
3. Turn a control nut

2. Instantaneous water heater (option)
There is a possibility to install instantaneous water heater as an additional
option to systems 2 and 3. The purpose of the instantaneous water heater is to
keep the constant temperature of bath and preventing its chilling. Instantaneous
water heater does not serve the purpose of heating up cold water. Instantaneous
water heater operates only when the water massage is enclosed.
Due to the protection system of heating devices, water of temperature higher
than 42°C should not be poured into the bathtub. Temperature of water higher
than 42°C can cause disconnection of the heater's feeding circuit by safety cutout switch. In such a case intervention on the part of the user is necessary in
order to reset the safety cut-out switch.

3. Repair of acrylic surface
Small scratches of acrylic surface can be removed with the use of the following
agents:
- You can use abrasive agents which contain wax i.e.: abrasive compound used for
conservation of body of a car;
- Fine-grained abrasive paper (granulation 1000, 1500, 2000) and the
aforementioned abrasive compound.
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SERVICE MANUAL OF MASSAGE SYSTEMS MAKE VICTORY SPA
(includes descriptions of systems NVS1÷3)

ENGLISH

SYTEM 1

Standard-equipment:
Electronic control of the system with LCD display
Air massage with smooth regulation of intensity
(see 3. AIR MASSAGE)
Automatic drying of air-ducts
(see 4. DRYING OF AIR-DUCTS)
Underwater halogen lighting
(see 9. UNDERWATER LIGHTING)
Automatic disinfection programme
(see 7. WATER DISINFECTION)
Programmable time of massage timer
(see 6. PROGRAMMING TIME OF MASSAGE TIMER)
Temperature of water in bathtub
(see 1. INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION)
Clock
(see 2. SETTING THE TIME, DATE AND LANGUAGE OPTIONS)
Optional equipment charged extra:
Underwater colourful LED lighting chromo-therapy
(see 9. UNDERWATER LIGHTING)
Remote control
(see 13. REMOTE CONTROL)
Radio and MP3 Player
(see 12. RADIO FM AND MP3 PLAYER)
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SYTEM 2

Standard-equipment:
Electronic control of the system with LCD display
Water massage
- Rotating mini-nozzles for back
- Rotating nozzles for feet
- Side nozzles with regulation of jet direction
- Possibility to close large nozzles by Venturi system
(see 5. WATER MASSAGE)
Underwater halogen lighting
(see 9. HALOGEN LIGHTING)
Automatic disinfection programme
(see 7. WATER DISINFECTION)
Programmable time of massage timer
(see 6. PROGRAMMING TIME, DATE AND LANGUAGE VERSION)

Optional equipment charged extra:
Instantaneous water heater
(see 10. WATER HEATER)
Underwater colourful LED light chromo-therapy
(see 9. UNDERWATER LIGHTING)
Smooth regulation of water massage intensity
(see 5. WATER MASSAGE)
Remote control of the system's functions
(see 13. REMOTE CONTROL)
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Radio, MP3 Player
(see 12. RADIO FM AND MP3 PLAYER)
Connecting / disconnecting back massage nozzles
(see 11. BACK MASSAGE)
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SYTEM 3

Standard equipment::
Electronic control of the system with LCD display
Water massage
- Rotating mini-nozzles for back
- Rotating nozzles for feet
- Side nozzles with regulation of jet direction
- Possibility to close large nozzles
- Air supply to large nozzles with Turbo system
(see 5. WATER MASSAGE)
Air massage with smooth regulation of intensity
(see 3. AIR MASSAGE)
Automatic drying of air-ducts
(see 4. DRYING OF AIR-DUCTS)
Underwater halogen lighting
(see 9. HALOGEN LIGHTING)
Automatic disinfection programme
(see 7. WATER DISINFECTION)
Programmable time of massage timer
(see 6. PROGRAMMABLE TIME OF MASSAGE TIMER)
Temperature
(see 1. INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION)
Clock
(see 2. SETTING TIME, DATE AND LANGUAGE VERSION)
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Optional equipment charged extra:
Instantaneous water heater
(see 10. WATER HEATER)
Underwater colourful LED lighting chromo-therapy
(see 9. UNDERWATER LIGHTING)
Smooth regulation of water massage intensity
(see 5. WATER MASSAGE)
Remote control of the system's functions
(see 13. REMOTE CONTROL)
Radio, MP3 Player
(see 12. RADIO FM AND MP3 PLAYER)
Connecting / Disconnecting back massage nozzles
(see 11. BACK MASSAGE)

1. Initial massage
1.1 Display in ON mode
System time and
day of the week

date

current
temperature of
water in bathtub

current function

information
concerning the
selected function.
Push-buttons "_ " I "`" choose the function. Push-buttons "a" i "b" change the
setting of the functions. Push-button “set” turns the function on/off or enters menu.
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1.2 Stand-by mode and screen saver
If none of the functions is on, pressing the “Stop” button will cause the system to
enter stand-by mode. In stand-by mode, the display is off and all diodes on control
panel flash in ca. 4 sec. Intervals. Pressing any button will cause the system to
leave stand-by mode.

ENGLISH

In order to protect the display and prolong its serviceability, the system is equipped
with screen saver. The screen saver appears after 10 minutes since the last time
the keyboard was used, if none of the functions (apart from radio FM or MP3 player)
is on. Pressing any button will turn off the screen saver. After an hour from turning
the screen saver on, unless radio FM and MP3 player are on, the system will
automatically enter stand-by mode.

2. Setting time, date and language version, sound
Victory SPA system is equipped with actual time clock with calendar. The clock has
battery support which secures its operation even when disconnected from source
of power.
Each text can be displayed in nine languages: English, Polish, German, Russian,
Dutch, Swedish, Norwegian, Danish and Romanian.

STEP 1
Using the buttons "_" I "`" choose “Setting”. Next, press “set”
button.

STEP 2
Using the buttons "a" i "b" move the cursor on the value
which you want to change: hours, minutes, day, year, language
or sound.

STEP 3
Using the buttons "_" I "`" set the suitable value (pressing and holding the button
will cause quick change of values).
STEP 4
Press the “Set” button to confirm introduced changes, or press “Stop” button to
annul introduced changes.
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3. Air massage
Air massage is realised by air blower. Power rating of the air blower's engine is
700W. The air blower is equipped with a heater of power rating 300W. The air is
pumped do dual bottom of the bathtub. Air bubbles get to the inside of the bathtub
through network of holes drilled in the bottom of the bathtub, or through bottom
nozzles.
Air massage is adjustable and includes 21 levels of intensity and pulsatory mode.
Using the function of air massage is only possible when there is an adequate level
of water in the bathtub. When the bathtub is filled with insufficient level of water, air
blower is performing the function of drying air ducts.

I/O

Pressing the button will cause turning the air massage on/ off. When the
function is on, a diode next to the button will signal it. The function of air
massage will be automatically selected on the display after turning the
function on.

When the function of air massage is selected on
the display and the function is on, pressing the
buttons "a" i "b" will cause change of the intensity
of massage (pressing and holding the button
will cause the intensity to change quickly). Current
setting of the intensity is presented by means of
a line at the bottom of the screen. The more it is
filled with colour, the bigger is the intensity.
Intensity

time of timer

Pressing the “set” button will turn on/ off the
pulsatory mode of the massage when the
function of air massage is selected on display.
In the pulsatory mode, the intensity of the air
massage is automatically increased and
decreased between the maximum and
minimum value.
Time of timer

When the air massage and pulsatory mode is on, remaining time of Timer is
shown at the bottom of the screen.
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4. Drying of the air ducts
Drying of the air ducts eliminates the water residue from ducts in the bottom of the
bathtub. Drying of the air ducts should be done after each filling the bathtub with
water. Drying can be done manually or automatically.
4.1 Automatic drying

ENGLISH

Automatic drying is activated after each bath if the bathtub was filled with sufficient
amount of water (water level sensor was on for 5 minutes). When the bathtub is
being emptied and the level of water falls below the sensor, automatic cycle of
drying will be activated. In the first step, the system waits for 15 minutes till the
bathtub is emptied. Next, air blower with maximum intensity will be activated for 5
minutes.
If the bathtub is emptied sooner than in 15 minutes, activation of the air blower can
be accelerated by pressing the button
and
.
I/O
At any time the drying cycle can be annulled by pressing the “stop” button.
During drying of the bathtub, air regulators on the crown of the bathtub should be
opened (see WATER MASSAGE).

15min

in
5m

4.2 Manual drying
Manual drying can be activated at any time, i.e. after taking a shower or cleaning the
bathtub.
Pressing the button
and I/O activates the air blower with maximum intensity
for 5 minutes.
Drying can be stopped at any time by pressing the “stop” button.
During drying of the bathtub, air regulators on the crown of the bathtub should be
opened (see WATER MASSAGE).
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5. Water massage
Water massage is realised by water pump located underneath the bathtub. Bathtubs
are equipped with water pumps of power rating from 75W to 1100W (depending on
the model of bathtub). Water massage is realised by nozzles installed in the
bathtub.
The following types of nozzle are installed in bathtubs:
Rotating mini-nozzles for back massage,
Rotating medium and large nozzles for feet massage,
Medium side nozzles with the possibility of adjusting the direction of jet,
Large side nozzles with the possibility of closing of regulating the flow
The number and type of nozzles installed in the bathtub depends on the model of
the bathtub. In case of fixed nozzles there is a possibility of regulating the direction
of water jet.
The way of regulating the flow of large nozzle:

1) Fixed nozzle
To set the desired water flow, turn the element 2 as
indicated by arrows. In case of this nozzle, there are no
elements restricting the turn.

2) Rotating nozzle
To set the desired water flow, turn the element 1 hand
tight as indicated by arrows.

Water massage can be regulated or not regulated. Not regulated massage has
one intensity level. Regulated massage has 21 levels of intensity and pulsatory
mode. Using the function of water massage is possible only when there is sufficient
amount of water in the bathtub. Too low level of water is signalled with the message
“water level too low”, displayed at the bottom of the screen when the function of
water massage is on.
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5.1 Service of not regulated water massage

I/O

Pressing the button will cause the water massage to be turned on / off.
When the function is on it will be signalled by a diode next to the button.
Once the function is on, the function of water massage will be
automatically selected on the screen.
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When the water massage is on, the remaining time of Time
is presented at the bottom of the screen.

time of timer

5.2 Service of regulated water massage
Pressing the button will cause the water massage to be turned on / off.
When the function is on it will be signalled by a diode next to the button.
Once the function is on, the function of water massage will be automatically
selected on the screen.
When the function of water massage is selected
on the display and the function is on, pressing the
buttons "a" i "b" will cause change of the
intensity of massage (pressing and holding the
button will cause the intensity to change quickly).
Current setting of the intensity is presented by
means of a line at the bottom of the screen. The
more it is filled with colour, the bigger is the
Intensity
intensity.

time of timer

Pressing the “set” button will turn on/ off the
pulsatory mode of the massage when the function
of water massage is selected on display. In the
pulsatory mode, the intensity of the water massage
is automatically increased and decreased between
the maximum and minimum value.
time of timer

5.3 Air supply to water massage Venturi system (System 2).
Additional water massage is air-assisted. Water nozzles are designed in such a
way that the water flowing through it creates sub-atmospheric pressure which in
a natural way sucks in the air. The intensity of the air passing through the water
nozzles is obtained by means of air regulators installed on the brink of the
bathtub.
NOTE! Air regulators are used to change the intensity of water massage
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Air regulators

Air regulators installed on the bathtub and the view of the regulator's handwheel.

5.4 Air supply to water massage Turbo system (System 3)
Air blower providing air to air ducts is connected to air regulator causing air supply
which in consequence leads to increased intensity of water massage. In case
when only the air massage is on and he air regulator is open, air will be pumped
through water massage nozzles.
NOTE! Massage system 2 and 3 is equipped with protection system which does
not allow the system to be activated when there is no water in the bathtub. Therefore,
the bathtub should be filled with water so that the water level is between 3-5 cm
above the top rotating mini-nozzles used for back massage.
When the water massage function is on, too low water level is signalled with the
message “water level too low” displayed at the bottom of the screen.

6. Programming the time of massage timer
Victory SPA system is equipped with timer which allows for programming the time
of air and water massage, water heating and underwater lighting. When the time of
timer is up, the functions will be automatically deactivated and the time of timer will
be set to 20 minutes. The time is counted down if at least one of the functions is on.
Time of timer can be set within the range of 1-60 minutes with an accuracy of 1
minute. Setting the time is possible also when the timer does or does not count
back time.

STEP 1
Buttons "_" I "`" select Timer function
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Time of timer
STEP 2
Set the time using "a" i "b" buttons (pressing and holding the button will cause
quicker change of values).

7. Water disinfection
Disinfection is performed with the use of antibacterial liquid formula.
There are two types f disinfection: before and after the bath. Disinfection is only
possible when there is a sufficient level of water in the bathtub. Water level which
is too low is signalled with the message “water level too low” displayed at the
bottom of the screen when the disinfection function is selected.

ENGLISH

Disinfection is done with the use of special liquid poured
into the tank through filler in the crown of bathtub.

Message recommending disinfection of bathtub appears
after two baths or after 14 days from the last disinfection.
Display of the message can be stopped by pressing any
button.

Mesage recommending disinfection and pipe cleaning
appears after 14 baths or after 75 days from the last
disinfection and pipe cleaning.
Display of the message can be stopped by pressing any
button.

7.1 Disinfecting water before a bath
Disinfection is not active before a bath by default. To turn the disinfection before a
bath on/ off, do the following:
STEP 1
Selecet “setting” with "_" I "`" buttons

STEP 2
Press “Set”.
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STEP 3
Move the cursor to “disinfection before bath” with "a" or "b" buttons.
STEP 4
Set the proper value (on or off) with "_" I "`" buttons.
STEP 5
Press the “set” button to confirm introduced changes or press “stop” button to
annul introduced changes.

Disinfection before bath is done automatically after
filling the bathtub with water. If there is no disinfecting
formula in the tank, message recommending filling the
tank will be displayed.
At that point, you can annul disinfecting be pressing the “set” button. When the level
of disinfecting formula is sufficient, cycle of disinfection will start. In the first step
adequate amount of disinfecting formula is added to water. Next, air blower is
activated with maximum intensity for 30 seconds (systems not equipped with air
massage function, water pump is activated). Bathtub is ready for use after air
blower is deactivated.

Air regulators at the crown of the bathtub are to be closed
during disinfection.

7.2 Disinfecting water after a bath
Disinfection after a bath is activated manually. It is only possible to activate
disinfection after a bath when the functions of water and air massage, lighting are
off. Air regulators at the crown of the bathtub are to be closed during disinfection.
To disinfect do the following:
STEP 1
Activate the water massage and air massage function,
lighting. Next, select on the display disinfection function with
"_" I "`" buttons and confirm it by pressing “set” button.
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STEP 2
Confirm disinfection by pressing “set” button or annul
disinfection by pressing “stop” button.
If there is no disinfecting formula in the tank, fill in the tank.
You can annul disinfection at any time by pressing “stop”
button.

ENGLISH

STEP 3
Wait until the disinfection cycle is complete. Disinfection
cycle is preceded by dosing the disinfecting formula. Next,
water pump (if the system is not equipped with water
massage function, air blower is activated) for 10 minutes
and air blower is activated every 10 seconds.
STEP 4
Empty the bathtub.

The manufacturer reserves the right of necessity of using liquids: Water
disinfection liquid – Water Safe and Whirlpools system and surface cleaner, for
hygiene of Victory Spa whole range of products under the penalty of quality
warranty losing. It is permissible to use liquids offered by other manufacturers,
under the condition, that these have the same chemical composition. Liquids
with different chemical compositions may result in hydromassage system
damage

8. Cleaning the bathtub's installation
Cleaning the bathtub's installation is done with the use of formula for bathtub
cleaning “Pipe Cleaner”. It should be dosed manually directly after bath in amount
as indicated on the formula package.
To clean the bathtub's installation do the following:
- Fill the bathtub with formula for bathtub cleaning “Pipe Cleaner”
- Activate disinfection programme (see 3.2 Disinfecting water after bath)
NOTE! Bathtub should not be used during cleaning

OK
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9. Underwater lighting
Function of lighting is realised by a lamp located beneath water table. There are
two kinds of underneath lighting: white and chromo-therapy. White lighting is done
by halogen lamp or a lamp with white LED diodes. Chromo-therapy is realised by
multi-colour LED diodes. Using the lighting function is only possible when there is
sufficient level of water in the bathtub. Water level which is too low is signalled with
a message “Water level too low” displayed at the bottom of the screen when the
function of lighting is on.
9.1 Underwater lighting white
Pressing the button will cause the light to be turned
on/ off. Activating the function is signalled by diode
next to the button. When the function is on, function
of lighting will be automatically selected on the
screen.
When the lighting is on, the remaining time of
Timer is displayed at the bottom f the screen.
Time
of timer

9.2 Underwater lighting chromo-therapy
Pressing the button will cause the light to be turned on/ off. Activating the
function is signalled by diode next to the button. When the function is on,
function of lighting will be automatically selected on the screen.

Pressing the button "a" i "b" will change the
chromo-therapy programme, when the lighting
function is selected and lighting is on. A line
displaying currently selected programme of
chromo-therapy is displayed at the bottom of the
screen. The line symbols the colour of the lighting
and its changes in times.
Chromo-therapy
programme.
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Time of
timer.

10. Instantaneous water heater
Water heating function is performed by water heater which enables to keep the
temperature of water on the level selected by the user. This function can be
performed and activated only with the function of water massage simultaneously.
Using the function of water heater is only possible when there is sufficient level of
water in the bathtub. Water level which is too low is signals with the message
“water level too low” displayed at the bottom of the screen when the heating function
is selected.

ENGLISH

STEP 1
Using the buttons "_" I "`" select water heating function from
menu.
Next, confirm it pressing the “set” button.

STEP 2
Water massage and water heater will be activated
simultaneously after pressing the “set” button.
Using the buttons "a" i "b" required temperature of
water is set. Currently selected temperature is
displayed at the bottom of the screen.

Set
temperature

Time of timer

The heater of the pre-heater is activated when the actual temperature of water is
half a degree lower than the set one and is deactivated when the actual temperature
of water is half a degree higher than the temperature set. Activation of the heater is
signalled by the change of colour of the displayed water temperature at the top of
the screen. When the heater is on (water reached selected temperature) the
temperature is displayed in green. When the heating function is off, the temperature
of displayed in blue.
The heater has a protecting system preventing it from operation when there is no
water flow, by means of flow sensor. If, during the operation of the function, the
water flow through the heater is too small, the heater will be deactivated and error
E4 will be displayed at the top of the screen.
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11. Back massage
The function of back massage is present in all systems equipped with water
massage. Yet, there are many types of back massage: normal, cutting off of
massage and cascade. Normal massage operates with the water massage
simultaneously. You can activate and deactivate back massage during operation
of water massage with the function of cutting off back massage. Cascade massage
offers several programmes of alternate operation of sections of back massage
nozzles. Using the function of back massage is possible only when there is sufficient
amount of water in bathtub. When the level of water is insufficient, a message
“Water level too low” will be displayed in the bottom of the screen when the function
of back massage is selected.
11.1 Cutting off the back massage
Using the buttons "_" I "`" select the function of back massage
from menu.
Next, select it with the “set” button.
If at the moment of activating the back massage the function
of water massage is not turned on, then it will be activated.
Deactivating the back massage with the use of “set” button
will not cause the water massage to be deactivated.

When the back massage is activated, the display shows the
remaining time of timer at the bottom of the screen.

Time of
timer
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12. Radio FM and MP3 Player
Victory SPA System can be equipped with radio set allowing for reception of radio
stations within the range of ultra-short waves 87,5 to 108 MHz and MP3 player
which plays mp3 format from Pendrive. Radio set and MP3 player operate
independently of other functions of the system.
12.1 Radio FM

ENGLISH

STEP 1
Using the buttons "_" I "`" select radio function from the
menu.
Next, confirm the selection pressing the “set” button once.

STEP 2
“Set” buttom will move the user to menu of radio setting when the function of radio/
mp3 player. You can change volume level, timbre, type of sound and programme
radio stations in the menu of radio settings.
volume level

timbre
type of
sound
tuning
mode
radio frequency
no. of station

Changing the parameters of the radio is possible after entering the menu. The
parameter is chosen (selected value is displayed in red) using "a" i "b" buttons.
Using "_" I "`" buttons, you can change the value of the selected parameter (pressing
and holding the button will cause quick change of values).

No. of radio
station

volume level
radio frequency
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12.2 Mp3 Player
Mp3 Player play tracks which are located in Pendrive. It is put to the USB port which is
located in top of bath. MP3 files have to be save in folder named ”bath”. You can save and
delete tracks by Your PC in data saver. However please remember to save Your music in
folder named ”bath”.
Mp3 Player support USB data savers which contain one formated partition in file system
FAT12/FAT16/FAT32.
Files should have MP3 extension (files with different extension will be not support). File
name is free. Files are playing in alphabetic queue.
Mp3 Player play files encoded in MP3 formats: MPEG 1.0, MPEG 2.0 oraz MPEG 2.5.

12.2.1 Service
1. Use „←” and „→” in menu to select MP3 Player finction.
2. Next confirm Your choice pushing „Set” button twice.
Volume
level

Volume
Low tones
High tones

Friday

Tones
Sound
type

change

Turn off
„Set” to turn on

3. In radio settings menu You can change volume, tones and sound type.
Volume changing and settings are the same like for Radio FM function.

Friday

Volume

Volume
level
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Tracks
Playing
quantity
track

12.2.2 Using USB port and other data savers

STEP 1
Put Pendrive into USB port in Your PC. In memory stick is folder named „bath”, which
already contains special prepared relaxing music.
STEP 2
Save into above mentioned folder Your best tracks or take hydromassage withrelexing
music.
STEP 3
Take plug off from USB port, which is located in top of bath.

STEP 4
Put Pendrive into USB port on bath.

STEP 5
Now You can enjoy music during hygromassage. Controls is by control panel in device.

Attention! If yoy want to listen music from data storage different than Pendrive (for examle
Smartphone) please remember that Your device have to be recognize as data disk. Also in
this case it is very important to save MP3 file in folder named „bath”. In other case USB
device will not read files.
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ENGLISH

The set consist of USB input which is placed in bath (visible in picture below) and pendrive
with 4 GB memory (also visible below). All set will allow You enjoy bath and Your best music
at the same time.

13. Remote control
Victory SPA System can be equipped with remote control. There are four types of
remote control controls, different in terms of functions. It can happen that the remote
control can serve functions that are not covered by the system.

Most of the buttons on the remote control correspond to buttons on the control
panel. The buttons on remote control which are not present on the control panel
are as follows:
- Button corresponds to

button on control panel

- Pressing the button activates/ deactivates back massage

- Pressing the button again turns on the radio, mp3 player and turns
off the player

- Pressing the button activates/ deactivates pulsatory air massage
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WHAT TO DO WHEN...

Description of failure

Way of repair

Functions selected from control panel
do not work

Water level should be checked
(increase the level of water)

Functions selected from control panel
do not work despite sufficient level of
water in bathtub.

Water sensor should be regulated.

Lamp of underwater lighting does not
work.

1. Light bulb of the underwater lighting
should be replaced

ENGLISH

In case of improper functioning of the bathtub, before reporting the failure, you
should check the following:

2. Transformer fuse of the underwater
lighting lamp should be replaced
The plug of release mechanism is not
tight or cannot be opened.

The length of plug mandrel should be
adjusted.

During bath no foam is produced.

Bathtub should be washed out again
after previous disinfection. Foaming
agents should not be used during
massage bath.

The surface of the bathtub is scratched.

Carry out conservation of acrylic surface
(in accordance with instruction).

In case of problems or doubts contact service of Victory Spa.
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1. Regulation of water level sensor
Water level sensor is manufactured setted. Don’t regulate it without necessity.
Water level sensor is installed outside
of tub under upper edge. Access
possible after removing masking
panel. Fill the bathtub with water until
its level gains the level of the sensor.
Next, you should turn a screw with a
screwdriver very slowly (see the figure) until the diode is on. When the diode is on, the sensor is then properly
adjusted.
Then empty the tub. When the water level falls below the sensor's level the diode
will turn off.
The sensor of disinfectant level is set similarly. It is installed on the disinfectant
container.

2. Replacement of lamp transformer fuse
In order to replace the lamp transformer fuse if it
burns out:
1. Disconnect bath power supply.
2. Remove the transformer box cover.
3. Replace the T250mA fuse.
4. Install the transformer box cover.
5. Connect bath power supply.

fuse T250mA

3. Resetting the water heater safety cut-out switch
In case of disconnection of the heater power
supply circuit by the safety cut-out switch:
1. Disconnect bath power supply.
2. Unscrew the safety plug of the Reset
button.
3. Press the Reset button.
4. Screw down the safety plug.
5. Reconnect bath power supply.
safety plug
safety plug
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Reset button

Victory Spa
sale@victoryspa.net

